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Quality gate 

🚧
or

Feedback tool 

💬



Writing a great PR
A PR is made to be read.



Break big changes apart
Separate 

● Feature changes

● Auto-formatting / linting cleanup

● Refactoring

dug-o-rama

https://www.deviantart.com/dug-o-rama/art/Broken-Man-42157270


Be descriptive

Addresses #<Jira ticket>

What change does this PR introduce?

What is the current behavior?

What is the new behavior?

What is the test plan for these changes?

Include screenshots / recordings

Create a GitHub PR template 

What

Why

Test

https://docs.github.com/en/github/building-a-strong-community/creating-a-pull-request-template-for-your-repository


Include screenshots / 
recordings
GitHub now supports uploading videos 
to PRs

Use the Loom Chrome Extension to 
record directly to PRs

https://www.loom.com/blog/loom-github-chrome-extension-integration


Perform a self 
review

Self Discovery Media

https://selfdiscoverymedia.com/2015/08/18/1534-looking-at-yourself/


Conventional commits?

Yancy Min

https://unsplash.com/@yancymin


Don’t wait for the code review

Discuss the technical solution early, ask for feedback often.
Artur Tumasjan

https://unsplash.com/@arturtumasjan


Reviewing a PR thoughtfully
PR’s are a great place to practice empathy.



Code reviews provide a mentoring opportunity

Daniel Cheung

https://unsplash.com/photos/nXKNn2L4fDw


Weigh your words

What is really a blocker?

“I’m concerned this will introduce a 
bug / security flaw.”

What is an opinion?

“Could we use a nullish coalescing 
operator here?”



Refer to documentation / use evidence
“Wrapping hooks in conditionals can create hard to diagnose bugs which has 
caught us out in the past, please checkout the documentation for Rules of 
Hooks here”

“Perhaps we should use componentDidUpdate here instead of 
componentWillReceiveProps as the React documentation says it’s now 
deprecated”

https://linuxacademy.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PE/pages/1692501071/Rules+of+Hooks
https://linuxacademy.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PE/pages/1692501071/Rules+of+Hooks
https://reactjs.org/docs/react-component.html#static-getderivedstatefromprops


Use GitHub suggested changes feature

https://haacked.com/archive/2019/06/03/suggested-changes/

https://haacked.com/archive/2019/06/03/suggested-changes/


Code review checklist ✅
❏ Readability
❏ Maintainability
❏ Reusability
❏ Reliability
❏ Scalability
❏ Usability & accessibility
❏ Performance
❏ Architecture & patterns

❏ Security
❏ Observability
❏ Test coverage
❏ Documentation



Use auto-formatters and linters
So we don’t have to debate style every time



Are code reviews always necessary?
E.g. if you’ve been pairing or mobbing




